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ments; and (ii) to collaborate with industry, trade
associations, learned societies, and academe to dis-
cuss how best to achieve these aims and, if consid-
ered appropriate, to solicit new financial resources to
achieve them.

It was decided to survey UAC members about
efforts in their own countries to promote careers in
chemistry. As it is clear that national chemical soci-
eties and chemical interests in individual countries
already have robust projects underway, the exchange
of information and coordination of activities could be
very useful. It was further noted that while fewer
young people are pursuing chemistry in most, if not
all, Western countries, this is not true in Asia. In
Bangalore, EC members had first-hand experience of
a country with strong interest from students in chem-
istry, and also a booming chemical industry. The work
of the suggested “Propagation of Chemistry” task
force and the “Value of Chemistry” task group is not
entirely unrelated, and both groups of responses will
be coordinated, and hopefully lead to a valuable proj-
ect proposal. 

One other issue for the UAC to consider is possible
changes suggested by the Governance Structure
Committee. These were discussed in Ottawa, and it
was felt that more time was needed for their consid-
eration. A timetable will be set in place to allow for full
discussion and consequent resolutions. 

IUPAC Poster Prizes
It is quite common for poster prizes to be awarded at
conferences, and it is acknowledged that this is an
excellent way to encourage young chemists. Some
IUPAC poster prizes have been awarded in an ad hoc
way at several conferences, but it was resolved at the
EC meeting to develop a more general and wide-
spread program of prizes. Conference organizers will
be therefore asked to take advantage of this opportu-
nity. The following guidelines were approved:
• Prizes will be awarded at all IUPAC Congresses and

Division-sponsored meetings where poster ses-
sions are held.

• Prizes will be awarded at national meetings if
requested. Not more than one meeting per country
a year should apply, and that meeting should be
selected by the relevant NAO.

• Except for IUPAC Congresses, normally there will
be two, with a maximum of three, prizes awarded
per conference.

• Selection of prizewinners is in the control of the
conference organizers.

• Each prize will consist of a certificate signed by the
IUPAC president, a copy of the Gold Book, and two
years’ subscription to Chemistry International.

The minutes of the EC meeting are available online
at <www.iupac.org/news>, under Minutes of
Meetings: Executive Committee. 

Please address questions/comments to the Secretary General David StC. Black

<d.black@unsw.edu.au>. 

www.iupac.org/news/archives/2004/131_ec.html

2004 Winners of the IUPAC Prize
for Young Chemists

O
n 1 June 2004, IUPAC announced the winners
of the IUPAC Prize for Young Chemists, which
is an award for the best Ph.D. thesis in the

chemical sciences as described in a 1000-word essay.
The winners are as follows:
• Parag Acharya, Uppsala University, Sweden
• Yu Huang, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA,

USA
• Zhipan Liu, Queen’s University of Belfast, UK
• S. G. Srivatsan, Indian Institute of Technology,

Kanpur, India

The winners will each receive a cash prize of USD
1000 and a free trip to the IUPAC Congress, 14-19
August 2005, Beijing, China. Each prize winner will be
invited to present a poster at the IUPAC Congress
describing his/her award winning work and to submit
a short critical review on aspects of their research
topics to be published in Pure and Applied Chemistry.
The awards to the four winners of the 2004 prize and
those of 2005 will be made during the Opening
Ceremony of the Congress. The essays describing the
winners’ theses, which can be found on the IUPAC
Web site, cover a wide range of subject matter:
• Dr. Acharya, “Studies on the Non-covalent

Interactions (Stereoelectronics, Stacking and
Hydrogen Bonding) in the Self-assembly of DNA
and RNA”

• Dr. Huang, “Integrated Nanoscale Electronics and
Optoelectronics: Exploring Nanoscale Science and
Technology through Semiconductor Nanowires”

• Dr. Liu, “Insight into Chemical Reactions: From
Heterogeneous to Enzymatic reactions”
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• Dr. Srivatsan, “Modeling Prebiotic Catalysis with
Adenylated Polymeric Templates: Kinetic
Characterization of Assisted Phosphate Ester
Cleavage and Oxygen Insertion Reactions”

There were 44 applicants from 23 countries. The
Prize Selection Committee was comprised of mem-
bers of the IUPAC Bureau with a wide range of expert-
ise in chemistry. The committee was chaired by Prof.
Pieter S. Steyn, IUPAC past president.

In view of the quality of many applications, the
Committee decided also to give four Honorable
Mention Awards:
• Orlando Acevedo, Duquesne University, Pittsburgh,

PA, USA

• Neel Sarovar Bhavesh, Mumbai University, Mumbai,
India

• Anand Mahadeo Gole, University of Pune, India
• Jennifer J. Sokol, University of California, Berkeley,

CA, USA

The Honorable Mention Award winners will receive
a cash prize of USD 100 and a copy of the
Compendium of Chemical Terminology, the IUPAC
“Gold Book.”

Applications for the 2005 Prize are now being
solicited, as described at the Web address listed
below.

www.iupac.org/news/prize.html

Up for Discussion
A forum for members and member organizations to share
ideas and concerns.
Send your comments by e-mail to <edit.ci@iupac.org>.

Questionable Stereoformulas of
Diastereomers

The comments below have been received in response
to the ideas of using "thick" and "hatched" bonds to
represent relative configurations expressed by G.
Kaupp and M. Reza Naimi-Jamal in their article in the
Jan-Feb 2004 Chemistry International, p. 15. These
comments add to the debate and will be considered in
the course of the recently initiated IUPAC project on
Graphical Representation Standards for Chemical
Structure Diagrams, chaired by William Town—see
project announcement on page 23.

by H.D. Flack

K
aupp and Naimi-Jamal's comments and sug-
gestions are to be taken very seriously for the
reporting of crystal and molecular structures

determined by X-ray diffraction.  We take this oppor-
tunity to express our point of view on some matters
that relate directly to this subject.

No matter what graphical representation is finally
agreed upon for molecular diagrams, we consider it
essential that these must be usable by a human
chemist or crystallographer and allow for a high

degree of automatic checking by a computer.
Editors, co-editors, and editorial staff do not have

the time to go around checking the stereochemistry
and labelling of every diagram in every paper.
Automation provides a very cost-effective aid in the
process of verifying scientific communications. The
molecular diagram must be machine-interpretable.
Molecular diagrams, molecular identifiers, and molec-
ular names must be designed so that they are in one-
to-one correspondence with one another. Moreover,
any caption labelling of a molecular diagram must be
compatible with the presented molecular diagram.

In terms of the reporting of molecular structures
from crystal-structure determinations, we distinguish
three distinct cases: enantiopure compound of known
absolute configuration, enantiopure compound of
unknown absolute configuration, or racemate.

The “Basic Terminology of Stereochemistry,” (1996)
Pure Appl. Chem. 68, 2193–2222, gives the terminol-
ogy for attributing distinct names to the compounds
in these three classes. However Kaupp and Naimi-
Jamal’s suggestions for molecular diagrams do not
produce graphical representations of enantiopure
compound of unknown absolute configuration dis-
tinct from racemate, and conversely. However the
physical state of these two classes is very different
and such properties as the melting point, optical


